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Abstract
These lectures present selected topics in Flavour Physics, including fermion
masses and mixing and CP violation. We discuss CP violation in the Standard
Model and Beyond and emphasize the important role of CP asymmetries in
neutral B mesons decays in providing stringent tests of the Standard Model,
with the potential for discovering New Physics.
1 INTRODUCTION
The Standard Model (SM) is at present in agreement with all experimental data, with the exception of the
recently discovered neutrino oscillations, pointing towards non-vanishing neutrino masses [1]. However,
independently of the question of neutrino masses and mixing, it is clear that the SM cannot be regarded
as the final theory of the fundamental interactions. A good part of the motivation to go beyond the SM,
has to do with the so called flavour problem and CP violation. These lectures describe some aspects of
Flavour Physics and CP Violation, covering a selected number of topics. A thorough coverage of the
subject can be found in the recent books [2], [3], [4]. as well as in working group reports [5], [6] and in
recent reviews [7].
In order to construct a gauge theory unifying the electromagnetic, weak and strong interactions,
one has to choose the gauge symmetry group, the representations of the fermion and scalar fields and the
pattern of symmetry breaking. In the Standard Model the choices are:



























where L, R denote left-handed (lh) and right-handed (rh) fermions, with chirality (-1), (+1) respectively.
The numbers in parenthesis indicate the transformation properties under  
 and 
 ,
respectively. Note that no right-handed neutrinos are introduced in the Standard Model. The index * is
a family or generation index. The replication of fermion families, with all families transforming in the
same way under the gauge group, is one of the striking features of the fundamental interactions. The






are eigenstates of the gauge
interactions, i.e. all gauge currents are flavour diagonal when expressed in terms of these fields.
  Pattern of Symmetry Breaking









so that the potential is bounded from below. If 0
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In this case the gauge symmetry is spontaneously broken into HJIKB


. Gauge invariance does
not allow for the introduction of direct mass terms for the gauge fields LNM , OQP M RS.T   U-V M WX.
 YZYZYZ[
associated to  
 and, 









































together with the gluon fields U-V M remain massless.
2 STANDARD MODEL INTERACTIONS
2.1 Gauge Interactions
In these lectures we will concentrate our attention on the electroweak sector of the SM. 
 gauge






















and Y denote the 
 and  generators, respectively. From the kinetic energy
part of the Lagrangian, one obtains the electromagnetic interactions, as well as the charged current and



















































































































































2.2 The Yukawa Interactions









































































 are arbitrary complex matrices in flavour space. One of the most
important features of the SM is the fact that gauge invariance prevents the introduction of fermion mass
terms in the Lagrangian. This results from the fact that under 
 , lh fermions transform as doublets
while their rh components transform as singlets. Fermion masses are generated from Yukawa interac-







from Eqs. (9), (10) one obtains the mass terms for the up quarks, the down quarks, and the charged
leptons, as well as the interactions of the physical Higgs particle H with quarks and leptons. The fields
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, through the Higgs mechanism. The























































, where we have suppressed the flavour indices. Due to






are arbitrary complex matrices which are




















































































































In the limit where one switches off the Yukawa interactions, the Lagrangian of the SM acquires a very
large global symmetry, which reflects the replication of fermion families. It is useful to define “Weak-


















































































































Ł are arbitrary unitary matrices, the transformations of Eq. (14) form a ±°
group. The crucial point is that all the gauge currents remain diagonal under a Weak-Basis (WB) trans-



































































transform in the same way as the corresponding Yukawa matrices. The Yukawa
matrices are complex and arbitrary, so they contain 18x3=54 parameters. Of course, the number of
physical parameters contained in the Yukawa matrices is much smaller, due to the redundancy resulting
from the freedom to make WB transformations.




In a WB all gauge currents are diagonal in flavour space. Let us now express the quark charged currents
in terms of mass eigenstates. From Eqs. (11) and (12) one obtains:




















. Using standard notation,
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From Eq. (12) it is clear that in the SM, the appearance of a non-trivial
,
²³
is entirely natural, just





are independent matrices and thus diagonalized by different unitary ma-














































































Obviously, the individual phases of
,
²³




are rephasing invariant have physical meaning and can be measured. The simplest examples are the






















It can be readily seen that the invariants of higher order can be written as a product of quartets divided





































2.4.1 Physical Parameters in
,
²³
For À generations, the
,
²³
matrix is an À -dimensional unitary matrix therefore it has À
2
independent
parameters. However, due to the freedom of making rephasing transformations and taking into account
that an overall phase transformation of all quarks leaves
,
²³













angles are needed to define an orthogonal













































Note that in the derivation of Eq. (23) we have made the implicit assumption that no two quarks of equal
charge have degenerate masses. The point is that if two quarks of the same charge have degenerate
masses, the the most general set of transformations which leaves the mass terms invariant is no longer
given by Eq. (19) since it should include the possibility of making a U(2) transformation acting on the




in the limit where two quarks of the same charge become degenerate in mass. We will
come back to this question in Sec. 2.5, where we study WB invariants and CP Violation. It should be











particular, for À =3 , there is one non-trivial phase, the so called Kobayashi-Maskawa (KM ) phase. We
will show next that the appearance of a non-trivial physical phase in
,
²³ does imply CP violation.
2.4.2 CP Violation in Charged Weak-Current Interactions
In order to check the CP properties of a Lagrangian, it is convenient to separate it in two parts, one
containing the kinetic energy terms and the interactions which conserve CP like the electromagnetic
interactions, and the other part containing the remaining terms of the Lagrangian. Then one constructs
the most general CP transformation which leaves invariant the first part of the Lagrangian and checks
whether CP invariance of the remaining Lagrangian leads to non-trivial constraints. This procedure may
be done either in a WB basis or in a mass-eigenstate-basis (MEB). In this section, we will work in a
MEB and in Sec. 2.5 we will discuss CP violation in a WB.



































































































































































for three or more generations, this quantity does not vanish for a generic
,
²³
, thus implying the
possibility of having CP violation in the three generations SM.
2.4.3 Experimental Value of Quark Masses and Mixings
Due to the arbitrariness of Yukawa couplings, in the SM quark masses and mixings are free param-









is characterized by four independent
parameters. There are many possible choices for these parameters from which one can construct the full,
²³
matrix, using the constraints of unitarity. In section
Y ÜAYZÝY








without using the assumption of unitarity and through as many different physical processes as
possible. This leads to an overdetermination of
,
²³
which provides a crucial test of the correctness
of our various theoretical assumptions, including that of unitarity of
,
²³




matrix can be obtained by direct measurement of decay rates corresponding to SM tree level
processes. The extraction of these
,
²³
elements is expected to be valid even in the presence of New
Physics, since eventual new contributions to these processes are negligible compared to tree level SM
contributions. Next we will briefly review our present experimental knowledge [8] on the various
,
²³




















































å can be extracted from an analysis of the endpoint spectrum of semileptonic







. Taking into account the various
theoretical uncertainties and the difference between the results from inclusive decays, the Particle Data


















































which, within the framework of the SM, can be





and L ªN$ ïL ª mixings. In the SM, the dominant



































ñ is a QCD correction factor, 












L	ñpò parametrizes the hadronic matrix element which has been estimated by lattice QCD calculations






































































The uncertainty in the ratio of the above mass differences is smaller than the uncertainty in the numerator


































which is more restrictive than the upper bound obtained from Eq. (34). It should be noted that within
the three generations SM, constraints of unitarity imply bounds on the
,
²³
matrix elements which, in
some cases, impose more sensitive restrictions than direct measurements. For example, from normaliza-






































































































We have seen that in the SM, the
,
²³
matrix is unitary. For À
.t
, orthogonality of rows and columns






































































































































The above orthogonality relations may be represented in the complex plane by six triangles. All unitarity
triangles have the same area. This can be seen by first noting that the imaginary parts of all invariant




















































have a simple geometrical interpretation. Consider the orthogonality relation involving
































































Fig. 1: Unitarity triangle


























































Analogous considerations apply to the other orthogonality relations and the corresponding triangles. The








then implies that all unitarity triangles have the same area. Most of the
unitarity triangles have one of the sides much smaller than the other two. For example, in the triangle
arising from the orthogonality of the first two columns of
,





























. Only two of the six unitarity triangles have all sides of comparable length: they correspond
to orthogonality of the first and third column and orthogonality of the first and third line. The unitarity
triangle represented in Fig. 1 is specially important, since it plays a crucial roˆle in the current tests of
the SM and its KM mechanism of CP violation. For this reason this triangle is usually refered to as “the
unitarity triangle”(UT). Under the a rephasing of quark fields of Eq. (19) the unitarity triangle rotates
and thus the orientation of the UT in the complex plane has no physical meaning. However, the angles
























































































mod  ë  (51)
In the literature it is sometimes stated that current measurements of CP asymmetries in B-meson factories
will test the “validity” of Eq. (51). This is a rather misleading statement, obviously Eq. (51) is always












matrix can be parametrized in different ways.
  The Standard Parametrization









































































































are shorthands for mone{j 
ﬁ
and e]g ij 
ﬁ
respectively. If one allows for the phase ﬂ®^wq to be free,




may be restricted to lie in the first quadrant, without loss of generality.
This parametrization has the advantage that all the  
ﬁ































  Rephasing Invariant Parametrizations
It is possible to parametrize
,
²³
, using only rephasing invariant input parameters, i.e. quantities
which remain invariant when one makes a phase redefinition of the quark fields. The following rephasing
invariant parametrizations have been proposed:
i) Bjorken-Dunietz (BD) Parametrization





































The remaining elements of
,
²³






This parametrization [11] has the special feature of using, as input parameters only moduli of,
²³





















From these four moduli, one can trivially obtain all other moduli by using the fact that unitarity



































. The strength of CP violation, measured by the imaginary part of any invariant
quartet (recall that in the three generations SM, the imaginary part of all invariant quartets have the same






























of CP violation can be obtained from the knowledge of any four independent moduli [11]. This is a very
special feature of the three generations SM.
iii) Aleksan-Kayser-London (AKL) Parametrization

















Of course, at this stage, we are not imposing unitarity. Note that the number of rephasing invariant phases
equals the number of parameters which are necessary to parametrize
,
²³
. AKL have suggested [12]



























including the value of its moduli.
  Wolfenstein Parametrization













































is small and thus can be used as an expansion parameter. The great advantage
of the Wolfenstein parametrization is that one may estimate the order of magnitude of any function of
the matrix elements of
,
²³
, by taking the leading term in its expansion in 8 . It is clear from Eq. (56)
that in this parametrization unitarity of
,
²³
is satisfied up to order 8 q . Branco and Lavoura (BL) [14]
have suggested an exact version of the Wolfenstein parametrization by adopting the phase convention of
Bjorken and Dunietz and defining 8 , z , 0 ,
'


















































































































































































. Obviously Eqs. (58) coincide with Eq. (56) up to order 8 q .
Another way of evaluating in an exact way higher order terms in 8 , is the one proposed by Buras,
Lautenbacher and Ostermaier (BLO) [15] who suggested that the parameters 8 , z , í ,
ô
be defined

























































Substituting these expressions in the standard parametrization of Eq. (52) one obtains an exact parametriza-








. One can then expand each element in powers of 8 . In practice the differences
between the BLO and BL parametrizations first arise only at order 8)( . It is very useful to introduce the

































































Fig. 2: Normalised unitarity triangle
The advantage of the introduction of these parameters is that one can obtain a normalised unitarity
triangle (see Fig. 2) which is valid beyond leading approximation. We will see in Sec.4 that constraints
on the SM from various experimental data can be easily translated into constraints on the location of the
vertex of the normalised triangle.
2.5 Weak-Basis Invariants and CP Violation
In the previous section, we have studied the CP properties of the SM in a basis where the quark mass
matrices have been diagonalized, which led to a non-trivial
,
²³
matrix in the charged currents. We




be real. In this section, we present an alternative way of studying the CP properties of any gauge theory.
We will consider the Lagrangian in its initial form, i.e. in a weak-basis where, as we have seen, all
gauge currents are diagonal, real. We then consider the most general CP transformation which leaves
invariant the part of the Lagrangian containing the gauge interactions and then check whether the CP
transformation thus defined implies any restrictions on the remaining of the Lagrangian.
The most general CP transformation which leaves


















































and O   O Ł  O Ł are n-dimensional unitary matrices acting in flavour space.
Note that the existence of 






to transform in the






differently under CP. It can be readily verified from Eqs. (11),(62) that in order for  mass to be invariant

























































The existence of unitary matrices O






to be CP invariant. However, written in this form, these conditions are of little practical use.




, written in terms of WB invariants. In order













































If one evaluates the traces of both sides of Eq. (66), one finds that they vanish identically and no constraint


































, valid for an arbitrary number of generations. For À .  and
À
. 















, it can be readily









is a necessary and sufficient condition for CP invariance in the SM. It is useful to express the invariant of






































































From Eq. (70), (71), it follows that in the SM, CP violation vanishes in the limit where any two
quarks of the same charge become degenerate. But it does not necessarily vanish in the limit where one
quark is massless (e.g., §

.t+







At this stage, it is worth examining the significance of our analysis. We have started by considering
the most general CP transformation which leaves the SM gauge interations invariant. We have then




should satisfy in order for

mass





course, that in the SM with three generations, CP can be violated. In the SM, CP violation arises as a
clash between the CP properties of the gauge interactions and the mass terms [17].













even before spontaneous gauge sym-
metry breaking and therefore before fermion mass terms are generated. In this case, the non-trivial CP





in Eq. (68). Therefore, for three generations, the necessary and sufficient condition
























. It is clear that the
method can be readily extended to theories beyond the SM [3]. The only difference is that in the presence
of other interactions, beyond those already present in the SM, the allowed CP transformations of Eq. (62)
are modified. For example, in the left-right symmetric model (LRS), due to the presence of Í  charged-




Ł must transform in the same way under CP, i.e., O Ł . O Ł in
Eq. (62). These new CP transformation properties lead to new CP constraints [18] and, as a result, CP
can be violated in the LRS model even for one or two generations.
3 SPONTANEOUS CP VIOLATION
The origin of CP violation is still an open question in Particle Physics. There are many different models
of CP violation, which can be classified in two broad classes:
  Models with explicit CP violation
In this class of models CP is explicitly broken in the Lagrangian through the introduction of
complex couplings. The simplest example of this class of models is, of course, the three generations
SM. As we have seen in the previous section, CP violation arises from complex Yukawa couplings in the
Lagrangian. In the SM, Yukawa couplings are the only ones which can be complex. All other couplings,
like for example the parameters of the one Higgs doublet potential, are constrained to be real by the
requirement of Hermiticity of the Hamiltonian. In most of the extensions of the SM, like for example the
minimal supersymmetric standard model (MSSM) or general multi-Higgs extensions of the SM, there
are other couplings which can be complex thus providing other sources of CP violation.
  Models with spontaneous CP violation
In this class of models, CP and T are good symmetries of the Lagrangian, but the vacuum does not
respect these symmetries. In this section we will study spontaneous CP violation (SCPV) in general and
describe some of the minimal extensions of the SM where it can occur.
In order to achieve spontaneous CP violation, the following two conditions should be satisfied:
(i) There is a transformation which may be physically interpreted as a CP transformation, under
which the Lagrangian is invariant.
(ii) There is no transformation that may be physically interpreted as CP under which both the
vacuum and the Lagrangian are invariant.
The CPT theorem tells us that in the context of relativistic quantum field theory, if a Lagrangian
is CP invariant, it is also T invariant. Also if a vacuum breaks CP, it will necessarily break T too. The
idea of spontaneous CP and T breaking was suggested by T. D. Lee [19] a long time ago, at a time
when only two ( and incomplete ) generations were known. The scenario of spontaneous CP and T
violation is specially attractive from a theoretical point of view, since if time reversal and space inversion
( identified as CP, not P ) are good symmetries of the Lagrangian, then the full Poincare´ group of space
time transformations, including the discrete ones, is a good symmetry of the Lagrangian. The idea of
spontaneus CP and T breaking has the further appeal of putting the breakdown of these symmetries on
the same footing as the breaking of the gauge symmetry which is also spontaneous in order to preserve
renormalizability.
Next we derive simple criteria which can be used to determine whether a set of vacua violate CP
or not. For defineteness, let us consider a simple extension of the SM, with an arbitrary number À

of















unitary matrix, mixing the scalar doublets. If no extra symmetries beyond
SU(2)xU(1) are present in the Lagrangian, 
65
reduces to a diagonal unitary matrix. In general, the









Let us assume that the vacuum is CP invariant, i.e. :
ÉÊú@ + <.¡@ +%< (75)











































In order for a vacuum to be CP invariant, the set of vevs should satisfy Eq. (77). If it is not possible
to find a unitary matrix 
65
which on the one hand corresponds to a CP transformation allowed by the
Lagrangian and on the other hand satisfies Eq. (77), then the vacuum leads to spontaneous CP violation. It
can be readily seen that in the SM with only one Higgs doublet it is not possible to achieve spontaneous
CP violation. The vev of Eq. (74) should be constant over space-time in order not to break Poincare´
















Eq. (77) is satisfied and therefore the vacuum corresponding to Eq. (78) is
CP invariant. At this stage, one may ask what is the minimal extension(s) of the SM which can lead
to spontaneous CP violation. It will be shown that the required minimal Higgs structure leading to CP
violation depends on whether one imposes natural flavour conservation (NFC) in the Higgs sector or
not and whether non-standard quarks are introduced or not. Next we will describe each one of these
scenarios.
3.1 The Lee Model: only standard quarks without NFC in the Higgs sector
Let us consider the SM with an arbitrary number of standard fermion families . Since we want to in-
vestigate the possibility of generating spontaneous CP violation, we will impose CP invariance at the
Lagrangian level and thus assume, without loss of generality, that all couplings are real. The minimal
Higgs structure which can lead to spontaneous CP violation without NFC in the Higgs sector and only
standard quarks consists of two Higgs doublets. The most general Higgs potential consistent with renor-











































































not depend on the relative phase of & ^ and &
2
. Since we want to obtain spontaneous CP violation,
the Lagrangian will be assumed to be CP,  invariant. In this case, one may choose, without loss of
generality, all the coupling constants real. It has been shown [19] that there is a region of the parameter













































In general, the vacuum of Eq. (82) leads to spontaneous T, CP violation. This can be seen using the
general criteria which we have previously derived. Due to the fact that in the Higgs potential of Eq. (80),
the parameters
8










On the other hand, the quartic couplings with coefficients 8
2
 8




. It can then be readily verified that for the vacuum of Eq. (82), one cannot find an W such that Eq. (77)
is obeyed both by & ^ and &
2
. This completes the proof that the vacuum of Eq. (82) in general violates

































































































































































































































]ehg i j (87)






, it is clear from Eqs. (86) and (87)











are arbitrary Hermitian matrices. As a result,
there will be in general a non-trivial CP violating phase in the
,
²³














, which we have previously
described. In this model, the origin of CP violation is a non-trivial vacuum phase j and not complex
Yukawa couplings, as is the case in the


s . However, in both models the KM mechanism exists in the
charged weak currents. From a phenomenological point of view, the distinctive feature of the two Higgs
doublet model without NFC, is the existence of other contributions to CP violation arising from tree-level
FCNC mediated by neutral physical scalars. Of course, these FCNC interactions result from the fact that
since NFC has not been imposed, quarks of a given charge receive contributions to their masses from
Yukawa couplings to two different Higgs multiplets. In order to derive the quark interactions with the





















The pseudo-Goldstone bosons U
(
 U 



























































Gev. There are three physical neutral fields which are
orthogonal combinations of  

6
and  . The Yukawa interactions of  

C
and  with the quark mass













































































































































It is clear from Eqs. (91) and (92) that the couplings of    conserve flavour while those of  and  





transitions generated at tree-level through diagrams like those of Fig. 3, where  and  


















One of the disadvantages of multi-Higgs models without NFC is the following: due to the small-










mass differences as well as the CP violating parameter H of the neutral
kaon system, if one does not assume any special suppression of FCNC couplings, neutral scalars must
be very heavy, with masses of order of at least a few Tev. Over the past years, it has been suggested
by various authors [21] that there may be flavour-dependent suppression factors in the neutral couplings




















Fig. 3: Higgs contribution to the MONQPSR amplitude




matrix. In some of these models, the mass of the Higgs particles could be of order
++$K++
GeV, in spite of the existence of FCNC couplings.
3.2 Models with NFC and only Standard Quarks

















while all other fields remain unchanged. In this case, NFC in the Higgs sector is guaranteed by the fact


















. The symmetry of Eq. (93) has to
be imposed on the full Lagrangian, which implies that the terms in 8
2
 8
q are forbidden. As a result, the


















It can be readily shown [24] that in spite of the appearance of a relative phase of ë ﬂ , the vacuum
of Eq. (94) is T and CP invariant. This is due to the fact that the
b
2
symmetry of the Lagrangian allows


























does satisfy Eq. (77), which implies that the vacuum of Eq. (94) is T, CP invariant.
In conclusion, the same symmetry which guarantees NFC in the Yukawa interactions, also prevents the








symmetry, one can obtain spontaneous CP violation. On the other hand, the simplest
way of achieving spontaneous CP violation, while maintaing NFC through an exact symmetry of the
Lagrangian, consists of introducing a third Higgs doublet & q which does not couple to quarks. This is




under which & q is odd, while all other

















































It is clear from Eq. (97) that there are three terms which have phase dependence and it has been shown
[24] that there is a region of parameters where the minimum of the Higgs potential does lead to spon-
taneous T, CP violation. In this model CP violation arises exclusively from charged Higgs [26], since
the charged current interactions conserve CP, i. e., the
,
²³
matrix can be made real by an appropriate
choice of the phases of quark fields [27].
3.3 Models with Isosinglet Quarks
We have seen that if only standard quarks are introduced, the minimal Higgs structure that can gener-
ate spontaneous CP violation, consists of two or three Higgs doublets, depending on whether NFC is
imposed in the Higgs sector or not. In models with isosinglet quarks, i.e. quarks whose   and Í  com-
ponents are both singlets under weak isospin, it is possible to generate spontaneous CP violation with a
rather simple Higgs structure, namely the standard Higgs doublet and a complex 
-7 scalar















 }  (98)
where * is a family index and } is a charge $%ﬂ isosinglet quark. Models with isosinglet quarks
have been suggested within the framework of grand-unified theories such as T ( and they have also been
proposed in models which provide a possible solution [28] to the strong CP problem [29]. Here we will
consider a minimal model [30] of this class, with the quark field content of Eq. (98) and a Higgs system
with the standard doublet & and a complex isosinglet scalar 




which all new fields }   } Ł  
 are odd, while all other fields are even. This symmetry is not necessary to
achieve spontaneous CP breaking but it is essential to obtain a simple solution to the strong CP problem.





















































































Although the Higgs sector contains only a doublet and a singlet, the Higgs potential has various terms
which exhibit a non-trivial phase dependence. As a result, there is a region of parameter space where the

















This minimum violates both T and CP. In order to see how the phase W will introduce CP violation










































stands for the Yukawa couplings of the SM. We have included a mass term for the isosinglet
quark, since it is gauge and also
b
2





































The diagonalization of s
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§ . diag w§

o§ ª o§« 
and s is the mass of the heavy

.d$%ﬂ















































































So far, we have not done any approximations. Recalling that
,




singlet, it is natural to assume that
,]\
D




















































It is clear that the phase
W
originated from ? 
Ó< , enters in §
2
 unsuppressed by the ratio DFﬂ
,
and, as a result, there will be a non-trivial KM phase in the B mixing matrix G which connects the
standard quarks. It is important to emphasize the roˆle played by the isosinglet quark } . It is through
the mixings of
}
with standard quarks that CP violation generated at a high energy scale by ? 
< can
appear unsuppressed at low energies in the standard quark mixings. Another interesting feature of this




two phenomena are closely related and they are both suppressed by the ratio D)ﬂ
,
. This can be seen by
noting that unitarity of the
ÜrúÜ
matrix









It follows from Eq. (114) that deviations from unitarity of the   block connecting standard quarks ( G )








































































standing for the new heavy quark. Of special

















































































Eqs. (118) show the important connection between deviations of p unitarity and FCNC. Although this
relation was derived within the context of a minimal extension of the SM with an isosinglet quark, it is
clear that it is valid in a larger class of models. The
b






and L ª$ L ª mixings which in turn can produce important departures from the SM predictions




It is worthwhile summarizing the main points of this section:
  In the framework of unified gauge theories, CP violation can be introduced explicitly at the
Lagrangian level or through spontaneous CP breaking.
  The minimal model with explicit CP violation is the Standard Model, where CP violation is
introduced through complex Yukawa couplings, which for three or more generations lead to non-real
rephasing invariant functions of
,
²³
which in turn imply CP violation.




gauge theories with no extra symmetries and
with only standard quarks, the minimal Higgs structure which leads to spontaneous CP violation consists
of two Higgs doublets. This is the Lee model, where CP originates in a single relative phase between the
vevs of the two scalar doublets. This relative phase enters in the quark mass matrices in such a way that
it generates a complex
,
²³
in charged gauge interactions, leading to CP violation. The Lee model has
another source of CP violation which arises from tree level flavour-changing-neutral-currents mediated
by physical neutral scalars.
  If one imposes exact NFC in the Higgs sector, the minimal structure which leads to sponta-
neous CP violation consists of three Higgs doublets. In this case
,
²³
is real and CP violation arises
exclusively from physical Higgs exchange.
  If one introduces an extra isosinglet quark, it is possible to have spontaneous CP violation with
a simple Higgs structure, consisting of the standard higgs doublet plus one complex singlet scalar. CP
violation originates in the phase of the vev of the complex singlet. Through mixing mass terms this phase
appears unsuppressed in the SÇ sector of
,
²³
connecting standard quarks. A key feature of this
class of models is the presence of deviations of  unitarity in
,
²³
which in turn lead to Z-mediated
flavour-changing-neutral currents.
4 TESTING THE SM AND SEARCHING FOR NEW PHYSICS
4.1 Introductory Remarks
CP violation is closely related to the least understood and least experimentally tested sectors of the SM,
namely the Yukawa and Higgs sectors. The measurement at B-factories (BaBar, Belle, LHCB) of CP
asymmetries in B decays, together the study of rare decays, will subject the SM to a very stringent
test, with the potential for discovering New Physics. At this stage, it is worth recalling some of the main
motivations for considering Physics Beyond the SM. In fact some of these motivations are closely related
to Flavour Physics and CP Violation.
(i) In the SM, neutrinos are strictly massless. Present experimental evidence for neutrino os-
cillatons provides strong motivation to consider non-vanishing neutrino masses. It is possible to have









singlets, their mass terms can be arbitrarily
large, not being protected by the low energy gauge symmetry. One is then naturally led to three light neu-
trinos, their mass being suppressed by the seesaw mechanism. With the introduction of non-vanishing




parameters and three charged-lepton masses, one has three light neutrino masses
and the six parameters characterizing the leptonic mixing matrix (three angles, one Dirac CP violating
phase and two Majorana CP violation phases). Therefore, altogether, one has twenty two free parameters
characterizing fermion masses and mixing! It is clear that a theory with such a large number of free pa-
rameters cannot be the final theory. The need to solve the Flavour Problem, i.e. to understand the origin
of family replication and the pattern of fermion masses and mixings, is one of the major motivations to
consider Physics Beyond the SM.
(ii) CP violation is one of the crucial ingredients necessary to generate the observed matter-
antimatter asymmetry in the Universe (Baryogenesis). By now, it has been established that the size
of CP violation in the SM is not sufficient to generate the observed baryon asymmetry, thus hinting at
New Physics, in particular new sources of CP violation. Whether the new sources of CP violation will
manifest themselves at low energies, through deviations from the predictions of the SM and its KM
mechanism of CP violation, is at present an entirely open question.
(iii) Finally, another important motivation to consider Physics Beyond the SM is the need to solve
the gauge hierarchy problem. In the SM, the Higgs mass term is not protected by any symmetry from be-
coming arbitrarily large, of the order of the GUT or Planck scale. Low energy supersymmetry (SUSY) is
an elegant way of solving the gauge hierarchy problem. The so called minimal supersymmetric standard
model (MSSM) has in principle many new sources of CP violation which may lead to deviations of the
predictions of the SM for CP asymmetries in B decays. The simplest way of obtaining these deviations






and L ª - ïL ª mixing.
4.2 Overdetermination of the Unitarity Triangle and New Physics
It is useful to consider a “normalised” unitarity triangle which is obtained by dividing the sides of the













































one obtains the unitarity triangle show in Fig.2 in the ïí , ï
ô
plane. One can then obtain, within the SM,
the various constraints on the allowed location of the vertex of the triangle. In an ideal world with
no experimental and theoretical uncertainties, one would need only two experimental inputs in order
to determine the values of ïí and ï
ô
and therefore the position of the vertex of the unitarity triangle.
Unfortunately, one cannot avoid experimental errors and also theoretical uncertainties in the extraction
of constraints on ïí ï
ô
, from input experimental data. The great challenge for the SM is finding a region
in the ïí , ï
ô
plane which is allowed by all experimental data. This is a very important test of the SM
which will become increasingly stricter when more and better data becomes available from the on-going
experiments on CP asymmetries in L

decays, as well as on rare kaon decays. At present, the most
important experiments which constrain the location of the vertex of the UT are:















  The experimental value of the CP violation parameter a
The experimental data on the above quantities is in agreement with the SM and restricts the vertex
of the UT to be in a small region in the ïí , ï
ô
plane. The extraction of ïí , ï
ô
from experiment, within the
SM enables one to make predictions for ehg iãWp , ehg iã


, and ehg i 







































































is quite involved, since it depends on how one























This is to be compared with the recent experimental results from BaBar [36]:
ehg iã
























It is clear from the above equations that there is no disagreement between the SM predictions and the
present experimental value of
ehg i 

. However, it is conceivable that with more accurate data, a dis-




may turn out to be smaller than the lowest value allowed by the SM , which would signal
the presence of New Physics. There are various ways of accounting for such deviations, which have
been extensively discussed in the literature [38], [39], [40], [41], [42], [43]. Some time ago, it has been
pointed out [44], [45] that one of the simplest ways of having deviations from the SM predictions for CP





mixing arising from Physics Be-
yond the SM. A simple example of New Physics would be Z-mediated flavour-changing-neutral-currents



































































mixing. Assuming that ö is a CP eigenstate and that all amplitudes contributing to the decay
have the same KM phase, the time dependent asymmetry is given by:
Table 1: The predicted values for the angles kml ÷ . The values shown are for CP even final states. Thus kml ÷ PSnoRWpqPSnrkmstvu .




































































































































































to a CP eigenstate @ ö < . From
Eq. (126) it follows that there are two possible sources which may lead to departures from the SM
predictions for the CP asymmetries:
(i) The presence of the phase of ð «
­












is the one given by the SM, but the





differs from the SM prediction. This is due to the fact that models beyond
the SM allow in general for a different range of the
,
²³
matrix elements. In Table 1 we give explicitly
the value of
'







So far our analysis has been to a great extent model independent. Let us now consider the special











































































is an Inami-Lim function for the top quark











it is possible for a range of jl«

to obtain the asymmetry â  w G Â  with a sign opposite to the SM prediction
[45]. The asymmetry â  w G Â  is specially important since it is the only one whose sign is predicted with






mixing like for example those arising from flavour violating neutral Higgs couplings. It
should be emphasized that the drastic deviations from the SM predictions for the CP asymmetries we




but are due to the






Flavour Physics is an important subject which will certainly play a crucial roˆle in the development of
Particle Physics. Understanding the origin of the replication of fermion families and the pattern of
fermion masses and mixings remains one of the fundamental open questions in Particle Physics. The
on-going and the planned experiments on CP violation and rare decays will test the flavour sector of the
SM and have the potential of uncovering New Physics. This New Physics could appear, for example, as
:





and/or to L ª¿$ ïL ª mixing
  New contributions to a
  New contributions to rare decays
The appearance of any of the above New Physics can lead to the impossibility of finding a location
of the vertex of the unitary triangle where all data can be fitted, within the framework of the Standard
Model. This would signal the presence of New Physics whose source could be, for example SUSY or
multi-Higgs models with Spontaneous CP violation, or Z-mediated flavour-changing neutral currents,
or, of course, something else. Hopefully, this New Physics will guide towards a solution of the Flavour
Puzzle.
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